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INTRODUCTION: 

Work has changed…



New pictures of work



Digitalisation and new forms of work

• From ‘classic’ or ‘standard’ employment to new forms of ‘atypical’ work. 

• Crowd employment, employee sharing, platform work, portfolio work, labour

pooling, agile work… (EUROFOUND)

• The ‘escape’ from Labour Law (and Social Security) standards conceived

mainly for the standard employment relationships

• New forms of business organisation: ‘digital platforms’



Digital platforms and the (so called) sharing economy

or (better) gig economy / platform economy



Labour Law and the gig / platform economy

• General trend: ‘escape’ from standard employment

relationship towards autonomous, independent or freelance 

work

• Are Labour Law and labour rights applicable to the workers 

of the gig economy?

• Are digital platforms employers according to Labour Law? / 

are the platform workers bogus self-employed persons

(misclassified employees)?



The cases of drivers (Uber, Lyft, Cabify) and riders

(Deliveroo, Glovo, UberEats…)



Self-employed or employee status?



What the platforms say…

Plataform

(intermediary / supplier
for the freelance 

worker)

Autonomous or 
freelance service

provider

(rider / driver)

Client / user /

final customer



Assessing the Employment Status 

• A classic issue: salaried employment, autonomous work, bogus self-

employment and misclassification

• Assessing the employment status on the basis of the concept of salaried

employee:

• Subordination

• Other characteristics: remuneration, alienation of work’s profits and risks, 

voluntariness…

• In Spain: Art. 1.1 Workers’ Statute: ‘This Law is applicable to the workers that voluntarily

render their paid services on behalf of and within the scope of organisation and 

management of another physical or legal person, the business or employer’

• A new reality: new paradigms of organising business and work: blurring of

classic subordination and other employment status indicators (fixed

working time schedule, physical workplace, periodical fixed remuneration, 

staff integration in a hierarchical organisation…)



The classic employment status indicators

• Classic indicators: 
• Fixed working time schedule

• Usual physical workplace

• Obligation to accept / freedom to refuse work assignments or requests

• Staff integration within the hierarchical organistation of business

• Direct management and monitoring of work by the employer / bosses

• Affording working tools, material or equipment (by the employer / the worker him/herself) 

• Fixed periodical remuneration (vs. payment for each completed service)

• Loss of relevance

• Crowdsourcing, ‘on demand’ adjustment of the service and digital organisation lead to

irrelevance of fixed working time schedule or obligation to accept / freedom to refuse work 

assignments or requests

• Automatised or algorithmic management makes bosses, command chain and hierarchical

structure unnecessary

• Monitoring of work is transferred or ‘delegated’ to the users or final customers (punctuations

and ratings), but further processed in an automatised way (‘algorithmically’)

• The supply and costs of working tools and other costs and risks inherent to work are 

transferred, as much as possible, to the worker him/herself (notwithstanding the direct

apropriation of the fruits and profits of work by the platform)



‘New employment status indicators’

• New ‘lens’ or ‘glasses’ for a classic issue, but appearing now in a renewed disguise

• Algorithmic management of work: the processing of the data on the workers’ activity by the platform

• Clients’ ‘ratings’

• GPS tracking or similar – control on service times and movements

• Control over the information (information alienation)

• i.e: the service provider (the rider) does not know exactly which restaurants are linked to the 

platform as available meal suppliers, and under which terms and conditions, or which is the 

respective number of orders incoming from each restaurant

• Affording tools and other means for work

• What is more important, the the vehicles and the smartphones afforded by the worker, or the 

digital software and commercial management provided by the platform?

• Financial resources (Glovo credit card)

• Know-how

• Marketing management and business relationships with the supplier/collaborating companies

• Alienation concerning the setting of prices and tariffs

• Lack of an independent business structure or the absence of any capability for autonomous 

business growth

• Brand-related alienation: provision of services under the corporate brand of the digital economy 

company



Leading Judgments on the 

Employment Status of Platform 

Workers

The cases of Deliveroo / Glovo riders 

and Uber drivers 



The employment status of Deliveroo / Glovo riders (I)

• Judgments of local Spanish Labour Judges and Regional High 

Courts:

• Deliveroo - unanimity declaring employment status

• Glovo - disparate opinions: some judgments considered that the riders 

were autonomous or freelance independent workers (even if under the 

specific category of economically dependent autonomous workers); 

whilst others declared that they were (misclassified) salaried 

employees

• Supreme Court: Judgment 805/2020, 25th September

• Leading case on the matter - unifying case law concerning the 

qualification of Glovo riders, and affirming the employee status 

corresponding to the worker



The employment status of Deliveroo / Glovo riders (II)

• Supreme Court: Judgment 805/2020, 25th September (as 

other minor level judgments)

• Arguments and indicators pointing to the employment status:

• The freedom of working time schedule of the workers is just apparent, rather than real, 

as it is frequently preconditioned by some previous settings done by the company, and 

later overruled by the algorithmic organisation of work through the platform

• Tracking of the riders by means of GPS geolocation systems and their evaluation 

through clients’ ratings are forms of control by the employing company, which uses the 

resulting data and ‘metrics’ for further organising of work, or even for adopting penalties 

against the riders with a poor performance or a low punctuation by the users

• Leaving apart the vehicle, the key resources are provided by the platform: the app and 

the algorithms and software making it work, the business information on app users, 

customers, suppliers and associate companies, the corporate know-how, the marketing 

value of the brand and the financial and commercial agreements with the supplier and 

associate companies. 

• It is the company the one that arranges the prices and tariffs to apply, with no 

intervention of the workers, which seems incompatible with their classification as 

independent entrepreneurs



The employment status of Uber drivers

• CJUE Judgments 20 December 2017, Eite Taxi-Uber Systems Spain

(C-434/15) and 18 April 2018, Uber France (C-320/16)

• Not on employment status / applicability of Labour Law…

• Information society services/ or passenger transport company? – Administrative conditions

and requirements for operating

• … but these judgments underline important employment status indicators:  

• No remarkable judgments on Uber in Spain

• France: Cour de Cassation Arrêt n°374, 4/03/2020 (19-13.316) -

Chambre Sociale (arrêt "Uber")

• Declaring employee status

• UK: Supreme Court Judgment 19 February 2021, Uber BV and others 

v. Aslam and others [2021] UKSC 5; Appeal [2018] EWCA Civ 2748

• Uber London drivers are workers, not fully independent freelance service 

providers (employees?)



Further ahead…

• Not only the qualification or status, but other kind of challenges for

Labour and Social Security Law… 

• Working time? (and availability time)

• Rest periods? 

• Minimum remuneration?

• Health and safety?

• Social Security contributions and rights?

• New legislation on the matter may be expected (In Spain, draft text 

negotiated among the Government and most representative trade 

unions and business associations)
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